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"Finishing touches are important. As the trend
for linear shapes within the bathroom continues,
many designers are opting for linear wetroom
drainage grates, in polished stainless steel, which
can be laid close to and in-line with the wall, for a
contemporary look. Impey offers a linear drainagegrate that can be inlaid with tiles which match the
rest of your wetroom design, so the drain blends
seamlessly into the wetroom floor - the ultimate in
sleek and attractive drainage options." Impey

1. Wetroom specialist Impey has every area of a
wetroom covered. Pictured is the EasyFit floor former which acts as a floorboard replacement - with a
stainless steel 'Grid' drainage grate, individually
styled to suit the look of the bathroom. The design is
partnered with AquaMat underfloor heating and a
AquaScreen X glass shower screen with toughened
safety glass, Aqua-Shield easy dean finish and three
glass finishes. The shower space is accessorised with
Geesa foot rest and grab rail.
01460 256 080 • www.impeyshowers.com
2. Ceramique Internationale has launched a new
range of linear drain wet trays as part of its partnership
with Jackoboard. The AquaLine Easy linear wet
tray is available in six sizes and with a thickness
of just 30mm, is perfectly suited for installation on
suspended timber floors. The range also features
brushed stainless steel drain channels which can be
inverted and tiled to offer the seamless and invisible
design often preferred in wetrooms.
0113 231 0353 • www.tilesandmosaics.co.uk
3. The RefleXion 8 Frameless range from PJH's
Bathrooms to Love Collection features glass panels
and doors that include solid metal double handles
(inside and out), slim flat profiles and concealed
fixings. Minimalist in design, the models include
wetroom panels, hinge doors, hinge quadrants,
hinge offset quadrants & sliding doors. Available in a
comprehensive range of dimensions to fit spacious and
compact spaces, it features 8mm safety glass.
0800 8 77 88 99 • www.partners.pjh.uk
4. With a hidden channel edging the wall which drains
discreetly over a gently sloped floor, Infinity from On
the Level is designed to leave no visible drain and is the
perfect choice for that minimalistic touch. Exclusive to
On the Level, Infinity is the ideal choice for customers
boking for the very latest In hidden drain technology
for luxury, high end wet rooms.
0843 781 2078 • www.onthelevel.co.uk
5. Lustrolite from Abacus Manufacturing Group
is a leading name in acrylic high gloss wall
panelling. Weighing less than a quarter of a traditional
glass sheet and boasting 20 times the impact strength,
the colour is permanently fused to the clear layer
and cannot be separated by moisture. It can be cut
and drilled on site with standard wood working tools,
available in nine colours and is available in various
sheet sizes up to 2440 x 1220mm.
0333 323 5161 • www.lustrolite.co.uk

